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Elastic Collision Lab
We learned yesterday how to determine the final velocities of two balls
coming out of a collision, based on their velocities going in. There are two
ways to do this: the intensely mathy way, solving from the two conservation equations, and the "clever"
way: saying that the problem is equivalent to a collision between two objects with equal momenta, where
the whole set of objects are then moving at the speed of their "center of mass."

In today's lab, we will have an opportunity to check theory against experimental fact. You may use several
types of balls and roll them at each other with different velocities. Then, for homework, you will verify that
you got the expected results. Start off by getting:

Two foam bumpers (to keep the balls on the tables)
One track made out of two welding rods.
Two stopwatches.
Three balls.
At least three members in your group.

This lab requires careful cooperation, so I hope you were paying careful attention when I demonstrated how
it works. Here are the key points:

. 1 Start off by rolling both balls at each other, or by leaving one in the middle and rolling the other at it.

. 2 Have one person keep track of where the balls collide, by keeping a finger or pen at the spot.

. 3 After they collide, catch both at the same time to determine end positions.

. 4 Have one group member start timing when the balls start rolling, and stop when they hit.

. 5 Have another group member time from when they hit, to when they are caught.

. 6 Measure the distance, in meters, from each end of the rod to the collision point.

. 7 Measure the distance, in meters, from the collision point to where the balls are now. Measure from
the side of the ball that is nearer the collision point.

Some tips:

You don't need to roll the balls very fast: slower makes it easier to measure.
Try to get at least five runs recorded in the table below; you can work out the rest for homework.

Mass (kg) Δs before (m) Δs after (m) Time (s)

Ball 1 Ball 2 Ball 1 Ball 2 Ball 1 Ball 2 Before After



Velocity before (m / s) Velocity after (m / s)
vCM (m / s)

Predicted vf (m / s)

Ball 1 Ball 2 Ball 1 Ball 2 Ball 1 Ball 2

. 1 Since you've measured a distance traveled and a time taken for each ball both before and after the
collision, you can find the velocity of each. In the table above, fill in the velocity of each ball before
and after the collision.

. 2 Find the center-of-mass velocity for each trial. Recall that this is the total momentum divided by the
total mass.

. 3 Find the expected final velocity of each ball. Recall that vf = 2vCM - vi.

. 4 Pick out one of your trials, and find the total energy before and after, and the percent of energy lost.
(Use the KE equation)

KEtot before collision = 

KEtot after collision = 

Percent lost = 


